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Abstract Norm entrepreneurs have made significant strides in advancing sexual
orientation and gender identity (SOGI) resolutions at the UN Human Rights Council.
However, these advancements are being fiercely contested. This paper examines the
development of SOGI at the Council including how states advocate for and contest
SOGI and the extent to which their positions are mutable. Resolution 32/2 of 2016,
which created an independent expert, is the central focus of the paper. Participant
interviews and content analysis of documents and statements are used to provide an in-
depth analysis of how states advocate their positions on SOGI. The paper finds that
framing is the primary tool used by states. Both proponents and opponents of SOGI
believe their own positions are universal and adhere to prior international law, while
their opponents’ positions are relativist and revisionist. The paper further finds that
deadlock on SOGI resolutions is imminent until Member States’ domestic legislation
changes.
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Introduction

The human rights of sexual minorities, including lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
queer, and intersex (LGBTQI) individuals are a hotly contested issue within the
LGBTQI community (Bernstein and Verta 2013), within countries (Altman and
Symons 2016; Ayoub 2014), and at intergovernmental institutions (Swiebel 2009).
Recently, advocates for LGBTQI rights have seen both rapid progress and harsh
backlashes and deteriorations of rights. Some positive developments include more
legislation to protect sexual minorities from hate crimes (ILGA 2017, 5) and a
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movement to better understand the needs of marginalized persons within already
marginalized groups like transgender and intersex individuals within LGBTQI com-
munities (Tebbe and Moradi 2012; Stone 2013). There are of course significant costs
associated with each of these developments. For instance, violence against sexual
minorities continues despite protective legislation, concerns over mental health issues
are highly prevalent (Liu and Mustanski 2012), and breaking apart advocacy coalitions
may make it more difficult for groups to achieve their goals (Van Dyke and
McCammon 2010).

LGBTQI groups, like any social movement, do not share unified agreement on
either appropriate strategies or policy aims for their respective members (Bernstein
1997; Ghaziani and Baldassarri 2011; D’Amico 2015, 71). Therefore, these advance-
ments are not uniformly lauded within the LGBTQI community. Marriage equality is
an example of how disagreement within LGBTQI groups exists on both strategies and
goals (Josephson 2005; Bernstein and Verta 2013). However, for those groups that are
advocating for marriage equality, recent advancements have been rapid, albeit after a
long period of incremental gains. For example, in Obergefell v. Hodges (2015), the US
Supreme Court ruled that the US Constitution protects same-sex marriage, and in
Europe, several states including Ireland, Malta, and Germany have recently adopted
same-sex marriage protections, bringing the total number to 13 countries in Europe by
November 2017.

However, opponents of LGBTQI rights have also seen a number of developments
that they support pass. In numerous American states, so-called Bbathroom bills^ are
being introduced and are often adopted. These bills mandate individuals to use
restrooms and changing facilities that correspond to the sex identified on their birth
certificates. Additional laws are being passed to protect an individual’s right to refuse
service based on religious freedom (Kralik 2017; Weiss and Bosia 2013). In Slovenia, a
referendum in late 2015 stopped legislation that would move the country toward
marriage equality (BBC News 2015), while support for LGBTQI rights remains low
in much of Eastern Europe.

In addition to these examples, a large number of discriminatory laws, including the
criminalization of same-sex acts continue to exist in the Global South, while violence
targeting sexual minorities remains a significant international problem (United Nations
Human Rights Council 2015). In Chechnya, for example, men who sleep with men are
being placed in camps by government authorities and tortured (OHCHR 2017). Addi-
tionally, a recent rise in populist, nationalist governments across the world, may have a
significant impact on LGBTQI rights, because marginalized groups tend to be viewed as
eschewing traditional values, which Bpositions LGBTQI people as the antithesis of
morality^ and contributes to a hostile climate in which extreme violence occurs (Reid
2016; Pappas et al. 2009). Populism may be problematic for advocates of LGBTQI
rights but is a boon for those groups that oppose increased rights for sexual minorities.

Advancements and restrictions in LGBTQI protections are not solely a domestic
affair. The fight over LGBTQI rights is increasingly becoming international. Anderson
(2011) and Symons and Altman (2015, 62) have found that in recent years, the
European Parliament, the World Bank, and the USA have sanctioned governments
including Uganda and Nigeria for discriminatory laws. Furthermore, both pro-LGBTQI
activists and anti-LGBTQI activists from the West are trying to shape domestic law and
practice in developing states (Nathalie Baptiste 2014). Intergovernmental institutions
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like the UN Human Rights Council are now a battleground over LGBTQI rights. The
Council is becoming increasingly important as what Finnemore and Sikkink (1998) call
a Bhighly contested normative space,^ because outcomes at the Council eventually
have a profound impact on the lives of nearly every person in every state within the UN
system (897). It is for this reason that states are so vehemently fighting either for or
against sexual orientation and gender identity resolutions (SOGI) in Geneva. LGBTQI
rights in the UN system are categorized under the more inclusive and less culturally
specific terms of SOGI (Kollman and Waites 2009, 5).

Heretofore, states in the Western Europe and Others Group (WEOG), which in-
cludes all Western European states, Australia, Canada, Israel, New Zealand, and the
USA, states in the Eastern European bloc (EEC) that are members of the EU or vying
for membership in the EU, and the Latin America group (GRULAC) have acted as
advocates for SOGI rights at the UN and other international forums. The only exception
to the WEOG group is the Holy See, which has consistently argued against SOGI
resolutions, because SOGI conflicts with Catholicism (D’Amico 2015, 60). While
numerous states from the Global South, especially those states in the Organization
for Islamic Cooperation and the African Group have opposed SOGI resolutions in
international fora. However, little research has examined how and to what extent these
states are either advocating for or against SOGI rights. This paper seeks to fill this gap
in the literature by exploring how states frame their positions on SOGI rights at the UN
Human Rights Council and by examining the extent to which states support or oppose
SOGI resolutions. Resolution 32/2, which created an independent expert on sexual
orientation and gender identity is the center of this work, since the creation of an
independent expert fundamentally changes the nature of the resolutions in Geneva by
adding significantly more legitimacy and power to the movement to protect LGBTQI
individuals from non-discrimination and violence. Framing, which is part of norm
dynamics, is particularly important when researching advocacy in Geneva, because the
Council lacks coercive instruments and must therefore rely on persuasion to advance
norms.

Norm Development and Contestation

This paper is concerned with understanding how, and to what extent, states are norm
entrepreneurs for sexual orientation and gender identity rights at the UN Human Rights
Council. As such, this work fits into the broader study of norm dynamics and
specifically norm contestation. Martha Finnemore and Kathyrn Sikkink (1998) argue
that norms in international relations are, Bstandards of appropriate behavior for actors
with a given identity^ (891). Norms are generally regulative, constitutive, prescriptive,
or evaluative (Finnemore and Sikkink 1998, 891). Human rights norms may be any of
the aforementioned types of norms. However, at the UN Human Rights Council,
advocates are primarily concerned with regulative norms, which are those norms which
adjudicate and constrain behavior and prescriptive norms, which focus on an
Boughtness^ of state behavior (Finnemore and Sikkink 1998, 892). Advocates attempt
to push their views of what should be or should not be proper standards of appropriate
behavior for the international community. It is for this reason that the Council is such a
highly contested normative space.
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Norm entrepreneurs are the primary driving force behind human rights at the
Council. In the context of SOGI rights, these include Member States of the Council
and non-governmental organizations that advocate either in favor or against a potential
norm. States may enthusiastically advocate for the norm, they may passively accept the
norm, they may passively reject the norm, and finally, may actively resist the norm.

The study of norm advancement (or retrenchment) and the corresponding positions
that Member States take on norms is part of the study of norm dynamics. Carmen
Wunderlich defines norm dynamics as Bthe process of how norms—and thus re-
gimes—develop, that is how they emerge, diffuse, become internalized, and once
established, become subject to change…^ (Wunderlich 2013, 20). Typically, previous
scholarship suggests that norm entrepreneurs, those largely from the West or those
advancing universal human rights, propose a new set of norms and those norms
eventually become international standards. This, of course, is not the case. New
potential norms are often vehemently contested and may eventually lose out to
competing norms (Bob 2011).

Scholars in recent years have shifted focus from norm advancement to contestation.
Norm contestation, according to Antje Weiner (2017) consists of, Ba social practice that
entails objection to specific issues that matter to people… in international relations,
contestation…involves the range of social practices which discursively express disap-
proval of norms^ (3). Contestation may occur at numerous stages in the development of
norms (Wiener 2014, 29–30). Dietelhoff and Zimmermann (2013) posit that there are
two types of contestation. Justificatory contestation examines or challenges the validity
of the norms, while the second, applicatory contestation, discusses the appropriateness
of a norm within a given context (5). Member States and other stakeholders are
currently challenging the validity of SOGI rights in international law. This consistent
challenging of the validity of SOGI resolutions is important strategically, because
persistent objection or support (eventually) impacts the strengthening or decaying of
SOGI rights in international law.

Persuasion and framing are key components of norm development and contestation.
Persuasion, according to Payne (2001) Bis the process by which agent action becomes
social structure, ideas become norms, and the subject becomes the intersubjective^
(38). Frames Bprovide a singular interpretation of a particular situation and then indicate
appropriate behavior for that context^ (Payne 2001, 39). Frames, as Payne notes, Bthe
basic building blocks… for norms^ (Payne 2001, 39). Frames are important for
creating focal points for human rights advocates to simplify their message as well.
Persuasion is one of the primary driving forces behind norm advancement and the
primary tool for norm entrepreneurs at the UN Human Rights Council, because the
Council lacks both the prestige and Bsticks^ that other forums, like the UN Security
Council, have when dealing with states. Battles over international law are critical for
the advancement of human rights, because as Chase (2016) notes, Binternational human
rights law has a power that rests, sometimes for the better and sometimes decidedly for
the worse, in how it represents a degree of substantive global consensus over binding
definitions of human rights^ (708).

There are two dominant ways of thinking about positions on international human
rights law at the Council. The first is whether or not a resolution would create new
human rights law or advance codified law. For many stakeholders, it is important to
place new resolutions in old, agreed upon law like anti-discrimination and protection
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against violence, because these protections are agreed upon by most states in the UN
system. States that claim their positions are part of prior international law are
Badherents,^ while those groups that advocate for creating new laws are Brevisionists.^
The second concerns whether new resolutions are part of universal human rights law or
if they intend to represent specific cultures or values. It is the aim of the UN to advance
universal standards, therefore, stakeholders want their positions to reflect universality
while avoiding the problem of relativity. Stakeholders that claim their preferred reso-
lutions are universal are Buniversalist^ while those with opposing views are Brelativist.^
When arguing about which resolutions should be promoted at the Council, all states
take the position that their preferred course of action on a resolution represents prior
codified law and universality while their opponents’ positions reflect a desire to create
new international law that is based on their own cultural practices and may not apply to
all states.

Table 1 below illustrates how stakeholders view their own positions on any resolu-
tion that may be voted upon at the Council. Advocates for SOGI rights at the Council
argue that SOGI resolutions are universal and are protected under prior international
law. These stakeholders therefore claim that their position is universalist/adherent,
while their opponents are revisionist/relativist. Simultaneously, those stakeholders that
oppose SOGI claim that SOGI advocates are revisionist/relativist, while their own
positions are firmly within the universal/adherent camp. Positions by stakeholders vary
based on the resolution being discussed at the Council.

Framing is a helpful way to understand how and why states support or oppose
resolutions. It is for this reason that frames will be a central focus of this paper. By
examining how states frame their positions on SOGI resolutions, we can better
understand their reasoning, decision-making, and observe a rough indicator for the
level of support (which type of entrepreneur) states may have for SOGI resolutions.

This paper builds upon previous literature on norm dynamics and contestation by
focusing on a new arena for human rights, the Council, and also by further illustrating
the importance of framing in advancing or combating global human rights standards,
and finally, by showing nuanced approaches taken by advocates, particularly Member
States in the human rights development process.

Methods

This paper seeks to understand how and to what extent states are either advocating for
or against SOGI rights at the United Nations Human Rights Council. To better
understand both strategies and positions, diplomatic decision-making will be the main

Table 1 How each group views their own positions and the positions of opponents on resolutions

Universal Relative

Create new law Universalist/revisionist Relativist/revisionist (advocates view of the
other groups’ positions)

Advance
codified law

Universalist/adherent (advocates view of
their own positions)

Relativist/adherent
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focus of this work. Decision-making is examined using interviews and content analysis
of written policy positions on SOGI resolutions at the Council, both of which are well-
established tools for tracing decision-making by norm entrepreneurs (Tansey 2007;
Aberbach and Rockman 2002). A geographical representative sample of UN stake-
holders were interviewed during the Council’s 32nd session, which took place in the
summer of 2016. In addition, interviews continued via Skype through the fall of 2016.
Roughly 30 individuals were interviewed with each interview lasting approximately
1 h. Interviews were semi-structured and consisted of open-ended questions in order to
maximize the ability of respondents to Borganize their answers within their own
frameworks^ and because diplomats Bdo not like being put into a straightjacket^ during
the interview process (Aberbach and Rockman 2002, 674). Questions also consisted of
grand-tour queries, which allow for a better narrative and follow-up probing questions,
which allow for more specificity (Leech 2002). Respondents were given a list of
questions ahead of time as well as confidentiality agreements.1 The interview process
was the key factor in helping to better understand decision-making by stakeholders on
the Council, because it best captured the human element of decision-making in Geneva.

However, in addition to interviews, participant observation was conducted during
the Council’s deliberations on resolution 32/2. Observations included watching delib-
erations related to the Council’s third SOGI resolution and listening to Bexplanations of
the vote^ either before or after a vote was taken on an amendment or the final
resolution. Council observations on the SOGI resolution were particularly helpful,
because it helps depict the strategies shown by Member States of the Council, which
often do not Bshow up^ by simply looking at final votes. For example, the number of
Bhostile^ amendments introduced during the debate on SOGI was very high. This
information would not have been gathered by examining the final votes on the voted
upon resolution. Finally, archival research on the three UN HRC SOGI resolutions (17/
19 of June 17, 2011, 27/32 of September 26th, 2014, and 32/2 of June 30, 2016) was
conducted. This included watching previous deliberations on SOGI resolutions, reading
speeches and statements given by Member States and NGOs concerning SOGI reso-
lutions, and doing a content analysis on explanations of the vote on all SOGI resolu-
tions and on draft resolutions. Archival research on resolutions contained a number of
insightful opinions by stakeholders which showed how far states were willing to go on
language within each resolution.

A Brief History of SOGI at the UN

It took nearly half a century for sexual rights to enter the debate on human rights at the
UN. However, as McGill (2014) notes, over the last two decades, the sexual rights of
women and to a lesser extent, the LGBTQI community, are increasingly being consid-
ered at the UN (10). The work of NGOs paved the way for SOGI at the UN. D’Amico
(2015) argues that Ba change in political opportunity structures, framing, and mobili-
zation of resources^ created space for NGOs that had been successful domestically to
bring their agendas and strategies to the UN (57). However, the types of NGOs

1 The interviews were conducted confidentially because of the sensitive nature of the work. Without
confidentiality agreements, most diplomats refused to discuss the Council and its proceedings.
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representing LBGTI rights at the UN are uneven. The process to receive consultative
status at the UN for NGOs is highly politicized and discriminatory. This has caused
NGOs to Bmoderate their message and police their members^ in order to receive
consultative status, which is required to work (formally) with the UN’s human rights
machinery (D’Amico 2015, 54). Additionally, the resources needed to advocate at the
UN means that most of the NGOs that receive consultative status are from the WEOG
group, thereby limiting the input from non-Western LGBTQI groups (D’Amico 2015,
67–68). Even within the groups that have received consultative status, access to the UN
is uneven, with the largest, most powerful groups receiving the most access to UN
officials.

Despite the Commission on Human Rights role in standard-setting human rights at
the United Nations, there was a nearly 10-year gap between the first mention of SOGI
rights at a UN body and Brazil’s attempt to have a SOGI resolution voted on in 2003
(Roseman and Miller 2011, 362). This Blag effect^ between UN human rights bodies is
largely due to the political-diplomatic nature of the Commission, and its successor, the
Human Rights Council, compared to the largely apolitical positions of the independent
experts who originally championed sexual rights at the UN. The independent nature of
the UN’s special procedures allowed NGOs to receive more access, both formally and
informally, to advocate for change than with either the Council or especially, the
Commission on Human Rights.

The UN’s special rapporteurs and working groups, which are subsidiary bodies of
the Council and consist of independent experts, are also actively including sexual
orientation and gender identity into their reports (Outright 2013). The majority of UN
observations by independent experts on SOGI are concerned with discrimination
against individuals with non-traditional sexual orientations and gender identities and
include proper access to justice, protection from arbitrary arrest and detention, the death
penalty, and equality before the law (International Commission of Jurist 2016). How-
ever, anti-discrimination legislation including employment rights and education are also
increasingly noted (Mule et al. 2016; Roseman and Miller 2011). Unlike the treaty
bodies, the special rapporteurs and working groups must present their reports to the
Council and take place in a general, interactive dialog on human rights. Unsurprisingly,
the reaction by SOGI opponents during the reporting process and dialogs has not been
positive (Roseman and Miller 2011, 363–364).

High-level UN officials, including the Secretary-General and the High Commissioner
for HumanRights, have also recently begun advocating for sexual orientation and gender
identity. For example, Ban Ki-Moon, in a 2012 address, stated that BLet me say this loud
and clear: Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people are entitled to the same rights as
everyone else...^ (Persad 2014, 337). Former High Commissioner for Human Rights,
Navi Pillay argued that Ba clear pattern of targeted violence and discrimination directed at
people because they are, or perceived to be LGBT^ exists (United Nations 2011). While
current High Commissioner, Zeid, finds that discrimination and Bhate-motivated
violence against LGBT people is widespread, brutal, and often perpetrated with
impunity^ (United Nations Human Rights Council 2015). The efforts by the leading
UN Human Rights officials culminated in a 2013 UN education program called BFree
and Equal.^ The purpose of the Free and Equal campaign is to Braise awareness
of homophobic and transphobic violence and discrimination, and to promote greater
respect for the rights of LGBT people everywhere^ (United Nations 2017). Like most
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normative movements, LGBTQI activists are also attempting to advance their agenda in
parallel forums to the United Nations such as Yogyakarta Principles (International
Commission of Jurists 2007). These forums, although not strictly a part of the UN
system, are used to set the normative agenda at the UN and elsewhere.

Norm Entrepreneurs, Framing, and Resolution 32/2

To say that resolutions related to sexual orientation and gender identity are highly
contested would be an understatement. The 2011 resolution, which first introduced
SOGI to the Council, featured an orchestrated walkout by members of the Organization
for Islamic Cooperation, while the 2014 resolution faced seven Bhostile^ amendments;
the purpose of which was to make the resolutions devoid of any meaning. For example,
the goal of the amendments was to Bstrip the title and text of all SOGI references…and
to introduce a new paragraph in the text invoking cultural relativity and state sover-
eignty in the protection of human rights^ by members of the OIC (ARC International
2014, 3). The hostile amendment approach is important because, although hostile
amendments are growing in numbers, the use of such amendments were heretofore a
rather rare occurrence (Universal Rights Group 2016). Furthermore, the SOGI resolu-
tions receive far fewer affirmative votes in the Council than almost any other set of
resolutions including highly contentious issues like Syria, Traditional Values, and
Protection of the Family. In fact, the only set of resolutions more contentious in Geneva
than SOGI are those that focus on Defamation of Religion, which have largely died
from the Council’s agenda. The following section will describe the Council proceed-
ings on Resolution 32/2, including framing statements by SOGI advocates and the
Counter-SOGI coalition and a brief description of how opponents of the SOGI
resolutions are attempting to weaken SOGI resolutions with a series of counter-
resolutions. This section will also include responses to interview questions with
stakeholders to illustrate the extent states are willing (or not) to be norm entrepreneurs
for SOGI rights at the Council.

The Proceedings

The length of time between SOGI resolutions is abnormal. Many, if not most issues at
the Council, receive annual, mostly pro-forma resolutions. The amount of time between
resolution 17/19 and 27/32 was staggering. Numerous Member States of the Council
were worried that a similarly long time between 27/32 and the next resolution would
send a negative message to both advocates and victims and kill momentum (ARC
International 2016). Therefore, Mexico, the newest member of the Core Group, which
includes Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Uruguay, and 41 other
Member States, decided that a resolution during the 33rd session must be introduced
(Human Rights Watch 2016). Per one diplomat, the idea behind this resolution is to
push the boundaries of the previous resolutions and attempt to push forward an
independent expert (Confidential Interview 14, July 20, 2016). This approach was
approved and also driven by a large number of non-governmental organizations
(Human Rights Watch 2016). Introducing a new resolution, particularly one requesting
a special procedure, would be politically tricky, because a large number of states are
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opposed to independent experts because of their belief that there is a proliferation of
special procedures, which places large resource constraints on the Council, and because
other independent experts can and are already covering most human rights issues so
there is no need for a duplication of work and because other states are concerned about
overreach, political independence, and quality control of the Council’s special proce-
dures (Confidential Interview 5, July 6, 2016). In sum, advocating for an expert could
make it more difficult to maintain the slight edge in votes needed to pass a new SOGI
resolution.

To complicate matters more, the SOGI Core Group lost South Africa, which was one
of the original sponsors of the 2011 resolution. Although there is no consensus on why
South Africa left the core group, numerous stakeholders claim that domestic politics
and regional pressure attributed the most to South Africa’s decision to shift positions on
SOGI (Confidential Interview 23, August 3, 2016). Pushback against the resolution
was almost immediate. During informal meetings designed to discuss a draft resolution,
Russia argued that SOGI would be creating a new category of human rights (ARC
International 2016). Russia further posited that Bthe majority of the world’s population
would not support such ideas^ (ARC International 2016). Members of the OIC and
most members of the Africa group were not present (with the exception of Albania)
(ARC International 2016). Members of the OIC and the Africa group refused to
participate as a means to show dissatisfaction with the SOGI resolution on principle.

The debate on draft resolution 32/2 (United Nations Human Rights Council 2016)
lasted nearly 4 h during the afternoon of June 30th, 2016. In total, there were 17 votes
on Resolution 32/2. The large number of amendments is part of a recent, controversial
trend at the Council with some groups arguing that amendments are tabled in good
faith, while others claim that amendments are meant to undermine not only the
resolution but the entire Council (Confidential Interview 14, July 20, 2016; Confiden-
tial Interview 16, July 21, 2016; Confidential Interview 9, July 14, 2016; Confidential
Interview 21, July 27, 2016). The SOGI amendments, which were introduced by the
OIC, illustrate how advocates frame their positions on LGBTQI rights. The entire list
will not be discussed because of space constraints but a brief survey is still informative.
For example, amendment L.71 attempted to change the resolutions preambular
paragraph from BProtection against violence and discrimination based on sexual
orientation and gender identity^ to BProtection against violence and discrimination
due to any basis such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status^ (ARC International 2016). The
primary purpose of this amendment was to transform the SOGI resolution into a general
resolution on discrimination (excluding SOGI). Amendment L.80 was very similar.
Additionally, members of the OIC attempted to strip the title of the resolution. This
amendment was met with ridicule by many diplomats, including the President of the
Council (ARC International 2016, 68–73).

Another tactic employed by the Counter-SOGI group was to challenge the univer-
sality of human rights and prior international law. Amendments L.75 through L.79
introduced language that included consistently challenged framing of the SOGI coali-
tion. For example, the counter-SOGI group stated that they were

Concerned by any attempt to undermine the international human rights system by
seeking to impose concepts or notions pertaining to social matters, including
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private individual conduct, that fall outside the internationally agreed human
rights legal framework, and taking into account that such attempts constitute an
expression of disregard for the universality of human rights (ARC International
2016, 72).

Furthermore, L.75 called for BReiterating the importance of respecting regional, cul-
tural and religious value systems as well as particularities in considering human rights
issues^ (ARC International 2016, 72). Amendments L.75 through L.79 were adopted
and are part of the final text of the resolution. Amendments L.73, L.74, and L.77 also
passed. Importantly, the most hostile amendments, those amendments stripping refer-
ence to sexual orientation and gender identity and especially amendment L.81, which
would remove the independent expert from the text was unsuccessful (ARC
International 2016, 72). Many of the hostile amendments did not pass, because the
OIC failed to have an entire package of amendments voted upon during the proceed-
ings. By requiring individual votes on each amendment, the Core Group maintained
some control over the outcomes. The final vote on the resolution was adopted by the
lowest margin for a SOGI resolution yet.

Framing SOGI

The Universality of SOGI

The universality of human rights is the bedrock of modern international human rights
law. As such, it is not surprising that universality is also one of the two core frameworks
used by norm entrepreneurs regarding SOGI rights at the Council. This following
subsection will briefly layout how Member States use universality to advocate for (or
against) resolution 32/2.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is a primary focal point for states
wishing to frame SOGI rights as universal. Brazil, during the opening statements of
the debate, cited Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.2 Brazil further
argued that the Bspirit^ of the UDHR and Vienna Program of Action lead the Core
Group to open up the informal consultation process to all stakeholders (ILGA 2016, 8).
Panama, in response to Saudi Arabia’s no-action motion to end debate on the resolu-
tion, argued that Bthe Council has to promote the universality of all human rights and
fundamental freedoms without a distinction and pursuant to resolution 60/251, which
established the UN Human Rights Council^ (ILGA 2016, 12–13). The open-procedure
of the draft resolution was also cited by the Netherlands and Mexico as evidence that
the Core Group respected the Council’s process and concern for universality (ILGA
2016, 20–21, 35). The United Kingdom consistently reiterated that Article 1 of the
UDHR offers protections for SOGI (ILGA 2016, 23, 52–53, 71, 80). For instance,

2 See United Nations (2016a), 41st Meeting, 32nd Regular Session, Video, 3:34:28, June 30th, 2016,
http://webtv.un.org/search/ahrc32l.2rev.1-vote-item3-41st-meeting-32nd-regular-session-of-human-rights-
council/5009164455001?term=Sexual%20OrientationSOGI Resolution for a webcast of the entire debate.
Alternatively, and hereafter, we will use a transcript provided by ILGA and Arc International. BCompilation of
the Adoption of the 2016 SOGI Resolution,^ Allied Rainbow Communities International (ARC International)
and ILGA 2016, http://arc-international.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/SOGI-Resolution-Vote-compilation-
FINAL.pdf., p.8 (hereafter ILGA 2016).
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Ambassador Braithwaite, in responding to L.78, argued that Bit is precisely the issue of
universality that requires these issues [the fundamental principles of the UDHR] to be
addressed^ (ILGA 2016, 52). The Netherlands, also responding to L.78, argued that
BThe Universal Declaration was written on the basis of the experience of the atrocities
of war. The spirit to address violence and discrimination based on whatever factor, and
we see the list as open-ended^ (ILGA 2016, 51). He continued by noting that speaking
a foreign language, which would have been grounds for death under the Khmer Rouge,
was not ignored because it was Bill-defined^ (ILGA 2016, 51). Mexico added that
BHuman Rights are universal, and allegations of national sovereignty should not, and
cannot, be invoked to perpetrate human rights violations…^ which is what, according
to Ambassador Lomonaco, would happen if L.79 was adopted (ILGA 2016, 54). In
addition to the UDHR, the Vienna Program of Action was also cited on numerous
occasions (ILGA 2016, 40–41, 44–45). For instance, Slovenia cited the Program of
Action, when the Mission argued that Bit is a fundamental principle of international
human rights law that everyone is entitled to all human rights and fundamental
freedoms and this entitlement is inherent to all by the fact of birth^ (ILGA 2016, 44)
as was the role of the Council given the Resolution 60/251, which established the UN
Human Rights Council (ILGA 2016, 52–53, 59). The entire argument by SOGI norm
entrepreneurs was summed up by Mexico. Ambassador Lomonaco, in responding to
L.79, stated that

Amendment L.79 places national sovereignty and cultural relativism over the
universality of human rights. Human rights are universal, and allegations of
national sovereignty should not, and cannot, be invoked to perpetrate human
rights violations. The Human Rights Council was established to address human
rights violations in any part of the world, by any actor. States should not hide
themselves under the sovereignty national law, development priorities or religious
and ethical values in order not to respect human rights. It is part of this Council’s
mandate to promote and respect human rights over any particular consideration,
even cultural practices or national legislation. An example of this is that at this
same session we address issues like female genital mutilation or arbitrary depri-
vation of nationality, not because we’re trying to undermine sovereignty or
cultural values, but because we are convinced that there is no justification for
those practices (ILGA 2016, 55).

The Counter-SOGI group also noted universality in their dissent and accompanying
procedural moves during the June 30th debate. Saudi Arabia, in introducing the no-
action motion, argued that Bthis is a last attempt to make the main sponsor understand
the fatal implication that will result from the consideration of this polarizing and deeply
divisive proposal that does not realize the cultural differences and the diverse systems
that exist between our countries^ (ILGA 2016, 10). They further argued that the
resolution Breflects deep disregard to the universality of human rights^ (ILGA 2016,
10)^. Furthermore, Saudi Arabia posited that Bthe universality of human rights does not
mean the imposition of certain so-called human rights concepts or ideas that are
imposed from the point of view of another party; especially when these concepts run
counter to our own beliefs, culture and specificities^ (ILGA 2016, 21, 87–88). In
addition to Saudi Arabia, other Members of the OIC argued that SOGI are not
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universal. However, Nigeria had the most striking statement against the universality of
SOGI. The Ambassador of Nigeria argued forcefully that

Our fear is born out of the fact that sexual orientation and gender identity still do
not enjoy universal popularity and acceptability to qualify for a human rights
issue, let alone a mechanism to deal with it. The vast majority of nations have not
accepted LGBT rights. In a world that has a population of over 7.4 billion, how
can we say the concept of human rights for LGBT people is ripe given their
infinitesimal number. My government, indeed many governments, seriously
object to LGBT rights as human rights and have legislated against those rights
because it offends their culture, religion and natural laws. We object to the
insinuation that a vote against this resolution is to instigate violence. We say
BNo, no, no.^ The opposition to this resolution is to ensure the sanctity of other
rights, such as rights to religious beliefs, and culture, and the supremacy of
natural laws. All rights that offend natural laws have to be curtailed or abolished,
otherwise we find its exercise in this so-called free love where parents and their
siblings are now getting married. May God forbid it (ILGA 2016, 91).

The universality frame, especially when driven by prior international law like the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Vienna Program of Action, is used by both
states in their discursive approach.

Discrimination and Violence as Prior International Law

Protecting LGBTQI persons from violence and discrimination as mandated in
prior international law is the second major frame that norm entrepreneurs use at
the Council. Prior international law is an important frame, because precedence
in international instruments protects entrepreneurs from the accusation of
Bcreating new international standards,^ which is one of the primary counter
frames by states opposing the SOGI resolutions. Creating new human rights
standards and attempting to reach consensus are desirable for Member States,
because it appears to reduce polarization and politicization. It is for the reason
that the original text of the draft resolution cites the Vienna Declaration and
Programme of Action, which protects all individuals across all cultures, Reso-
lution 60/251, and also notes that the Council is responsible for promoting and
protecting human rights Bwithout distinction of any kind and in a fair and equal
manner.^ (A/HRC/32/L.2/Rev.1) The draft text also cites the UDHR in para-
graph 1 and previous SOGI resolutions adopted by the Council. Furthermore,
paragraph 3(a) mandates the independent expert to assess the implementation of
existing international human rights instruments with regard to ways to overcome
violence and discrimination against persons on the basis of their sexual orien-
tation or gender identity, while identifying both best practices and gaps
(A/HRC/32/L.2/Rev.1, 3(a)). The entire draft resolution is devoid of creating
new human rights.

Advocates for SOGI rights advanced three arguments that fall under the umbrella of
violence and discrimination against LGBTQI individuals as part of prior international
law. The first argument explicitly references prior precedence or prior commitments to
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international law. This is, for example, what the Core Group did when creating the draft
resolution. Arguments made during the June 30th debate that exemplified this frame
included Mexico, which argued that

Let us be clear, all people have an equal right to live free from violence and
discrimination. International human rights laws establish legal obligations on
States to ensure that every person without distinction of any kind can enjoy these
rights. Failure to hold the human rights of all people and protect them against
violence and discrimination constitutes serious violations of international human
rights law and have far-reaching impact on society (ILGA 2016, 44).

France stated that their support for the draft resolution was because Bthese principles
and values [in the draft resolution] were enshrined in international law^ (ILGA 2016,
95). Slovenia also made similar arguments during the oral debate (ILGA 2016, 44). In
defense of attacks against the draft resolution, the UK argued specifically that BIt is
further inaccurate to suggest any notion that this is being imposed or that issues of
sexual orientation or gender identity fall outside the international human rights
framework^ (ILGA 2016, 53). Consistent focus on and defense of SOGI as part of
prior international law, which protects vulnerable groups, including LGBTQI individ-
uals from violence and discrimination, helps normalize the SOGI resolution.

However, in addition to explicit reference to prior precedence, states also actively
argued against the Counter-SOGI position that SOGI is Bnew^ and is calling for
specific rights for LGBTQI individuals. For example, Switzerland in response to
amendment L.80 stated that BIt is not a matter of calling for specific rights for these
people, but of highlighting the discrimination that they are victims of, and which, in
terms of enjoyment of their rights, making these people invisible (ILGA 2016, 60).
Albania stated that B…and the current text of the resolution doesn’t seek to create any
new rights but simply affirms the application of existing human rights standards to
those who are discriminated and abused because of who they are^ (ILGA 2016, 94).
Mexico also argued similar points during multiple statements.

The third frame centers on obligations of the international community and especially
the UN Human Rights Council to protect all individuals from violence and discrimi-
nation (emphasis added). This argument is like the universality argument above but is
couched more specifically in international law. Mexico and the UK consistently pointed
out that protecting individuals in the LGBTQI community is part of the mandate of the
Council and has real world implications and impact. For instance, Mexico’s ambassa-
dor stated that because of this resolution, Ball individuals that are discriminated or
subjected to violence because of their sexual orientation will now have a voice within
the international system of human rights…^ He continued by Bsimply urg[ing] all
member states to be consistent with their obligations and commitments,^ and finished
his plea for adoption with, BLet us give hope and dignity to millions^ (ILGA 2016, 84–
85, 29). The UK admonished Member States that may vote against or abstain on the
resolution. For example, Ambassador Braithwaite argued that

By voting against this resolution you are voting to block the United Nations from
trying to stop violence and discrimination. How is that acceptable? This affects
people in this room; people in my team. Are you saying it is OK to discriminate
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against them based on their sexual orientation and gender identity? To hit, torture,
or possibly kill them? Because that is what you are supporting, if you vote against
this resolution. Violence and discrimination has to stop. And the United Nations
should be allowed to play its part in preventing violence and discrimination
(ILGA 2016, 23, 80).

The Netherlands also made similar comments to those of the Mexican and UK
ambassadors (ILGA 2016, 52). In addition to general claims about protecting individ-
uals from violence and discrimination, the mass shooting and massacre of 49 people
(with 53 more wounded) at a predominately LGBTQI nightclub in Orlando, Florida
just prior to the start of the 32nd session of the Council, on June 12, 2016 was also part
of the Core Group’s framing for the draft resolution (ILGA 2016, 98–99, 50–51, 58, 61,
65). The opening of the Council paid tribute to and condemned the shootings. Each of
these three arguments focus on the role of violence and discrimination and the United
Nations Human Rights Council’s obligation to promote and protect the LGBTQI
community based on prior international law. Legally, these are the most forceful types
of arguments.

Despite the draft resolution excluding references to Bnew^ human rights law and
advocates explicitly placing the draft resolution into what they perceived to be codified
law, norm entrepreneurs from Latin America and the Western Europe and Others group
had to consistently defend their position that SOGI rights are covered under current
international law. States, including Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Qatar, the Maldives, the
United Arab Emirates, Russia, Botswana, Nigeria, and Namibia, argued that the draft
resolution was not part of previously agreed upon international law. This argument is
the basis of numerous amendments and the foundation for many of their arguments
against the draft resolution. The OIC’s position, given by Pakistan, exemplifies this
frame. For example, the Pakistani ambassador stated that Bthe OIC shall not be able to
support this initiative and especially will not be able to support an Independent Expert
for a concept that has not yet been adopted by any universal intergovernmental
negotiated treaty or convention^ (ILA 2016, 17). Saudi Arabia continued the argument
by positing that B[these] concepts that are vague, undefined and have no basis in
international law^ (ILGA 2016, 81). Furthermore, the Namibian delegation argued that
BIn the absence of international human rights law which guides our work in the
Council, what instrument will guide an Independent Expert when assessing our
compliances as State^ (ILGA 2016, 99)? The purpose of this frame by the Counter-
SOGI group is to highlight the role and importance of consensus in the Council’s work,
thereby undermining one of the major arguments of the Core Group.

In addition, opponents of SOGI consistently argued that the resolution was a way to
Bbackdoor^ marriage equality into the United Nations, despite arguments by propo-
nents of SOGI that marriage equality was a non-starter. The Core Group consistently
stated that the draft resolution only included protections against discrimination and
violence. For example, Ambassador Braithwaite stated BLet me be clear. This resolu-
tion does not ask countries to change their legislation. It does not talk about same sex
marriage, or seek to impose the values of one country to another^ (ILGA 2016, 23).
However, the coalition of Counter-SOGI states were not convinced and pressed the
issue. Saudi Arabia, for instance, asked if Blaws protecting marriage or single-gender
bathroom use be considered discrimination^ (ILGA 2016, 81–82)?
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In addition to these statements by the OIC (except for Albania), opponents of the
SOGI resolution also introduced and tabled a competing resolution during the 32nd
session. The Protection of the Family is an Egyptian-led effort, which has faced
significant opposition from WEOG states but has met with mixed results from Latin
American and Caribbean States. The Protection of the Family is an attempt by the
Counter-SOGI group to advance a definition of the family that runs counter to the
SOGI resolution (Confidential Interview 5, July 6, 2016; Confidential Interview 13,
July 19, 2016). Protection of the Family is politically problematic for the largely
Catholic states of GRULAC, because they cannot be seen as voting Bagainst the
family^ even if the resolution narrows the definition of family and excludes, Bfamilies^
from the text.

Responses to Interview Questions

General support for the draft resolution (and final resolution) were high among the
WEOG and GRULAC groups. The European Union maintained its common position
on the effort and GRULAC states maintained support for the resolution as well (The
European Council 2016). In interviews with stakeholders, including members of
NGOs, diplomats, and academics, during the 32nd session, interviewees were asked
a series of questions on the SOGI resolution including general support (or non-support),
why states supported it (or not), and what could change states positions on the
resolution. The following section presents a representative sample of questions and
responses.

The first question was open-ended and asked states to discuss the general develop-
ment of the SOGI resolution. In response to this question, interviewees focused largely
on two aspects of the resolution. The first was the universality of the resolution, and the
second was how the resolution fit into preexisting international law. In other words, in
confidential interviews, states were generally consistent with the arguments being made
in public at the Council.

Universality was consistently defended or attacked during interviews. For example,
one NGO argued that Bthere are different camps [West and Rest] that argue over the
limits of what human rights are. Where is the line? WEOG and GRULAC are trying to
push the line with developing states while those states are vehemently pushing back.
Pushing the line is politicizing human rights in cultural values^ (Confidential Interview
19, July 26, 2016). Numerous diplomats mentioned that the Council is facing a new
Bclash of civilizations^ between states over the universality of rights. For instance, one
advocate of SOGI posited that the Bworld is divided. There is a clash of cultures with
each state wanting its rights to be the most important because it creates a global norm^
(Confidential Interview 2, June 23, 2016). Numerous states were worried and
Bscandalized^ by Morocco’s argument that the Council had reached a Bclash of
civilizations^ (Confidential Interview 23, August 3, 2016; Confidential Interview 8,
July 13, 2016). This clash, according to several interviewees, is based largely on religion.
For the Council to be successful, there must be a way to advance past religion and
cultural arguments (Confidential Interview 16, July 21, 2016). The BClash^ argument is
based largely on the OIC position that the West is imposing its values on the developing
world. For example, one state, which viewed the SOGI resolution as neither a positive
nor negative argued that BUniversality is a core value but it must be incorporated in
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national contexts… Western values are being imposed^ (Confidential Interview 18,
July 25, 2016). They continued by musing that Bthey were shocked to see these [SOGI]
rights go so far! It’s just not natural for many states. These states have to learn. There
must be a balance^ (Confidential Interview 18, July 25, 2016). An NGO argued that the
amendments and counter resolutions were Ba clear reaction against the West. A fierce
reaction that brings them [developing states] to the negative^ (Confidential Interview 10,
July 18, 2016). Finally, an opponent argued that Bthis [SOGI resolution] is part of
constant endeavors to impose lifestyle and value systems by WEOG on the rest of the
World. This drives reaction by others to show the world that their values are worthwhile
too^ (Confidential Interview 11, July 18, 2016). WEOG and GRULAC states, knowing
that this critiquewould be levied, shifted their strategy. This is one of two reasons why all
three SOGI resolutions were introduced by states from the Global South (Confidential
Interview 14, July 20, 2016). The other is because those states in the Core Group
strongly believed in these rights being adopted and wanted to take the lead in drafting
and tabling the resolution. This was particularly the case for several female diplomats
from Latin America (Confidential Interview 14, July 20, 2016). The role of women in
drafting the SOGI was particularly important. As one diplomat pointed out, Bwomen
stand the most to lose from the battle between SOGI and Protection of the Family
[because they are being attacked or ignored during the process]^ (Confidential Interview
5, July 6, 2016).

International law also remained at the center of both norm entrepreneurs and those
states opposing SOGI. Generally, states from GRULAC and WEOG consistently
focused on the need for resolutions to be legally sound (Confidential Interview 23,
August 3, 2016). Having consistent and sound international law is important at the
Council, because, according to one source, it Bshows that the Council helps crystalize
international norms... and customary international law. This shows that states care
about specific language and shows that Council matters for human rights law^ (Con-
fidential Interview 22, July 25, 2016). Interviewees maintained a consistent message
that the draft resolution is not about creating new standards (Confidential Interview 23,
August 3, 2016). Instead, it is based on non-discrimination and violence, which are
already part of hard and customary international law (Confidential Interview 23,
August 3, 2016; Confidential Interview 16, July 21, 2016; Confidential Interview 17,
July 21, 2016). Alternatively, states in the Counter-SOGI coalition rarely spoke of
international law, except in the rare instance of positing that the Bfamily^ is in prior
international law while SOGI is not codified (Confidential Interview 11, July 18, 2016).

In response to attacks on international law by the Counter-SOGI group and the use
of amendments during the debate, advocates routinely pointed out that the OIC’s focus
on international law was primarily a tool to slow the process or to halt the resolution
process entirely (Confidential Interview 5, July 6, 2016, Confidential Interview 21,
July 27, 2016, and Confidential Interview 7, July 12, 2016). One diplomat remarked
that Bwhen they [OIC] don’t like the subject, they claim there is no prior definition. It’s
a typical double-standard. It’s a rhetorical trick for diplomats^ (Confidential Interview
14, July 20, 2016). The problem, according to another diplomat, was that this focus on
international law, the use of amendments, and the desire for consensus, leads to
mediocrity (Confidential Interview 14, July 20, 2016). Amendments were viewed as
particularly problematic by both states and NGOs. A number of entrepreneurs, who
were agitated by the debate, argued that Bamendments were done to make trouble for
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the Council and to weaken resolutions^ (Confidential Interview 9, July 14, 2016;
Confidential Interview 16, July 21, 2016). Amendments, according to one NGO, were
a Bconcerted effort to roll back consensus [on previously agreed upon resolutions and
language]^ (Confidential Interview 21, July 27, 2016). Another stated that
Bamendments were basically filibusters^ (Confidential Interview 15, July 20, 2016).
Numerous interviewees argued that amendments were an attempt to delegitimize the
Council’s work (Confidential Interview 15, July 20, 2016, Confidential Interview 9,
July 14, 2016, Confidential Interview 7, July 12, 2016, and Confidential Interview 23,
August 3, 2016). In juxtaposition, some states, mostly those in the Counter-SOGI
coalition, but at least one proponent, argued that amendments allow countries to show
that they are Buncomfortable^ with the current language (Confidential Interview 13,
July 19, 2016). Another argued that states Bdo not want it written down because it starts
the international law process^ (Confidential Interview 18, July 25, 2016). However,
this argument did not sit well with some SOGI advocates. For example, one diplomat
argued that the Core Group and WEOG are not happy with the amendment process,
because it set up language that they would have to fight for a long time (Confidential
Interview 8, July 13, 2016). Another claimed that it was a process of negotiation and
that it was basically a Bpoker game.^ Therefore, the Core Group would not
give any concessions [to amendments], because it would show weakness. If you
make a concession now, they argued, it will not make future amendments go
away. There is no point when compromise is impossible (Confidential Interview
14, July 20, 2016).

Support for the SOGI resolution by WEOG and GRULAC is strong at the Council,
but during interviews, a few caveats were noted. First, the need for an independent
expert was not universally agreed upon even within advocates of the resolution. One
Member State noted that an independent expert could be problematic for developing
states, because it may be used as tool for naming and shaming abuse. The ability of the
Council to name and shame is contested in Geneva. On the one hand, states from
WEOG argue that it is a tool to shape appropriate state behavior. On the other, relativist
posit that naming and shaming is used largely by the West to force states to homog-
enize. In addition, concern about the efficiency of the Council because of the number of
thematic experts could be a problem (Confidential Interview 8, July 13, 2016). One
interviewee questioned if it was necessary to have an independent expert for SOGI
since SOGI issues should be Bcross-cutting with other mandate holders discussing
SOGI issues^ (Confidential Interview 23, August 3, 2016). Another diplomat seconded
the concern about a proliferation of mandates but noted that Bthey could not contest the
resolution [mandate holder] because its politically impossible^ (Confidential Interview
5, July 6, 2016). Civil society is also concerned about the need for an independent
expert. According to one NGO, the vacillation and disagreement on an independent
expert may have allowed some states like South Africa more room to oppose or abstain
on the resolution (Confidential Interview 17, July 21, 2016). However, some states
argued that an independent expert is needed. One diplomat argued that the SOGI
resolution, even if it was rushed, is not a mistake. They questioned whether states
should back down and make a compromise and posited that Bit’s healthy to have states
say what they will and to leave their comfort zones. There are risks, of course, but there
is value in shaking the tree [because the Council has become stagnant and lost its way]^
(Confidential Interview 14, July 20, 2016).
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The second caveat deals with the extent to which states would support the draft
resolution and future SOGI resolutions. These responses were in reply to a question
which asked Bwhat, if anything would change your state’s (or NGO’s) position on
SOGI either now or in the future?^ States, by and large, pointed to their domestic
situations and noted that their support for SOGI and the extent of their support hinges
heavily on their governments and to a lesser extent on societal norms. For example, one
stakeholder suggested that Bstates have to think about the issue from all sides… and
\that it’s very complicated. [Their state] has a very traditional society. There is
government and legislation that attempts to make big steps (with anti-
discrimination) but it’s very difficult to change mentality. We have to think of
LGBT as being similar to albinism in Africa with public opinion. It’s hard to
change thoughts. Religion is very influential^ (Confidential Interview 9, July 14,
2016). The interviewees pointed out that this thought process means that they
support SOGI internationally, but the support has to be somewhat limited. Another
state noted that domestic law would limit their support for SOGI. For instance,
Bissues of adoption, insemination, and marriage would go too far because it would
contest with domestic law and their domestic political context^ (Confidential
Interview 5, July 6, 2016; Confidential Interview 9, July 14, 2016; and Confiden-
tial Interview 8, July 13, 2016). Another pointed out that that these resolutions are
only about non-discrimination and protection against violence. They believe that
other states vote against these resolutions, because they fear that this resolution is a
first-step to marriage (Confidential Interview 3, June 27, 2016). The same diplomat
noted that there is Blittle mood in the UN for SOGI resolutions to change (to add
more) because the UN can only reflect what’s happening in each country and
many countries are reluctant to accept SOGI^ (Confidential Interview 20, July 26,
2016). To simplify, the clear majority of advocates are happy to limit the resolution
and future resolutions to violence and non-discrimination.

On the other hand, states that opposed SOGI were adamant that their
opposition to SOGI rights would not stop. One diplomat from Africa, hinting
at cultural context, stated that BThere is nothing that could change our vote. We
believe in our traditional values. We will not change. We will not ask Amer-
icans to change on their basic values. We count on these countries to respect
our values^ (Confidential Interview 20, July 26, 2016). They continued, B[We
are] proud to respect men and women. I do not believe in SOGI. It is against
basic values. Most of Africa is totally against SOGI. It is not acceptable for our
civilization. 80-90% of Africans are against SOGI^ (Confidential Interview 20,
July 26, 2016). Another diplomat argued that although Banything can be
discussed at the Council, not everything has to be a resolution. These discus-
sions [and resolutions] are not very useful on very contentious issues because
it’s hard to build consensus.^ They finished by stating that Bthe institutional
implications [of an independent expert] would stop them from ever supporting
SOGI^ (Confidential Interview 11, July 18, 2016). Finally, in response to these
positions by the group of states that oppose SOGI, one NGO argued that the
Council is Bnow a microcosm globally. There is pushback against civil society
at home and now the UN HRC is a space for pushback by authoritarian
governments. Governments want to close civil society space^ (Confidential
Interview 21, July 27, 2016).
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Conclusions and Implications

The positions given by stakeholders during both oral arguments at the Council and
during confidential interviews suggest that the Council is, by and large, deadlocked
with SOGI rights. Proponents of SOGI rights try to frame their arguments in the context
of universal human rights (universalist) and in prior international law (adherent) to
show that SOGI rights are not new but legitimate concerns of the Council and the
international community. On the other hand, the Counter-SOGI group consistently
argue that there is a potential BClash of Civilizations^ at the Council and that the West
is trying to not only create new rights but impose those rights upon others.

The draft resolution eventually passed in the Council by a vote of 23 to 18 with 6
abstentions. However, this is not the end of the resolution process for the independent
expert. The UN’s Third Committee, the UN’s primary plenary committee on human
rights, which usually pro forma adopts the Council’s annual report, had a significant
and contentious debate regarding SOGI in December 2016 (United Nations 2016b).
The Council’s annual report, with SOGI in-tact, was adopted by a vote of 84 to 77 with
16 abstentions. The first independent expert on SOGI, Mr. Vitit Muntarbhorn, now has
a clear mandate to focus on discrimination and violence related to SOGI. However, at
the same time, a large swath of Member States from Africa and Asia, including most of
the OIC, have vowed to ignore Mr. Muntarbhorn’s mandate. Numerous stakeholders
believe that the Core Group and WEOG will Bpay^ for pushing the SOGI resolution
forward (Confidential Interview 21, July 27, 2016, Confidential Interview 22, July 25,
2016, Confidential Interview 17, July 21, 2016, Confidential Interview 15, July 20,
2016, and Confidential Interview 19, July 26, 2016). Although it is too early to tell if
and how advocates may pay diplomatically for resolution 32/2, the contentious vote in
the 3rd Committee and the response by the Counter-SOGI group to the adoption of the
resolution and battle over the final report of the Council in New York indicates that the
fight for sexual orientation and gender identity rights will continue to be fierce, not just
in the Council, but across the entirety of the UN’s human rights institutions.

In addition to opposition to SOGI resolutions, LGBTQI rights at the Council
may face two additional problems. Protection of the Family, a resolution
championed by Egypt and other members of the OIC and backed by nearly all
states but WEOG (excluding the Holy See), consistently challenges the definition
of the family. Although advocates for BFamily^ claim that the resolution is not an
attack on SOGI right (Confidential Interview 11, July 18, 2016), and stakeholders
in Geneva believe that there is enough room for everyone’s resolutions (Confi-
dential Interview 13, July 19, 2016), the resolution consistently frames family in
the traditional sense of being composed of a man, woman, and child. The second
potential difficulty is the rise of populism across the globe. Populist regimes have
recently been elected in Europe and several states, including the Netherlands and
Germany, may see populist candidates win elections in 2017 and 2018. The
election of Donald Trump in the USA and its reconsideration of Council mem-
bership may mean that the advocates could lose out on important resources the
West has at its disposal but also, and crucially, votes. If populist-European states
and the USA reverse trends in the protection of LGBTQI rights domestically, their
international positions, at least according to arguments presented in this paper,
suggest that international support may also wither.
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The adoption of Resolution 32/2 is a significant victory for advocates of SOGI
rights. With the passage of the resolution and the creation of an independent expert,
victims of violence and discrimination based on their sexual orientation and/or gender
identity now have an international advocate. However, this victory, and future victories,
depend on a small coalition of states at the UN. If activists want to increase their safety
net for future resolutions, SOGI human rights defenders must focus on shifting
domestic policy in states that may be open to change while also maintaining consistent
transnational and international advocacy programs. Activists must also remain vigilant
in the face of rising populist regimes in states that have previously supported SOGI
rights.

Frames based on the universality of human rights and international law are important
points for advocates who are already supportive of a SOGI agenda. However, these
frames do little to combat the claims of relativity and cultural imperialism by states that
oppose SOGI. Nevertheless, despite entrenchment by states on the poles, there is the
potential to convince states that passively reject or accept SOGI norms to change their
positions in either direction. It is for this reason and because consistently reaffirming
positions is important for the creation of international law, and that states maintain their
frames despite the prima facie appearance that framing may not significantly affect
votes. The debates during the voting process for resolution 32/2, subsequent interviews
with stakeholders, and the aftermath of the adoption of resolution 32/2 indicates that the
future of sexual orientation and gender identity will almost certainly continue to involve
protections against violence and discrimination but will likely exclude additional, more
controversial protections like adoption and marriage equality.
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